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Think you’ve stayed in some bad
hotels? Meet the man whose job it is to
find the grossest motel rooms in
America – and what he’s seen will
make your stomach churn

Dan Bell, who produces the hotel reviewing YouTube series Another Dirty
Room, has made it his job to uncover the worst hotel rooms in the US
Bell, 40, and his co-hosts have so far visited eleven hotels in Maryland, the
worst of which being the The Swan Motel in Halethorpe, he said 
The Baltimore resident usually finds used needles and pillows still soaked in
sweat and saliva from the room’s past tenants 
So far he's only explored Maryland but plans to expand to New Jersey and
Florida 
Have you seen worse? Email jordan.gass-poore@mailonline.com  

By JORDAN GASS-POORE FOR DAILYMAIL.COM
PUBLISHED: 08:52 EST, 9 June 2017 | UPDATED: 09:27 EST, 9 June 2017

Dan Bell has made it his life’s work to uncover some of America’s most disgusting
hotels.

So far Bell said he's found cockroach infestations, stains on ‘clean’ sheets, used
needles, human feces, rodent feces, drugs and sinks clogged with vomit.
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Armed with a black light, which shows up the fluorescent molecules in bodily fluids,
he travels around the hotels and motels in his home state of Maryland recording
what he sees and uploading his gross findings to his YouTube channel.

So what possesses a 40-year-old man who lives in a comfortable Baltimore home to
trawl these grimmest of rooms?

Scroll down for video 

Will Krupinsky, Rick Serra and Dan Bell (L to R) on the set of their series Another Dirty Room.
They travel to some of the most disgusting motels and hotels in Maryland

Dailymail.com has contacted all of the motels featured in the article for comment but
did not receive a response from Econo Lodge, The Swan Motel, The Royal Inn, Super
8 and the Towson East Motel.

A year ago Bell went on a month-long road trip to film his YouTube show Dead Malls
with his colleague Will Krupinsky. What had been a cheap business trip turned into a
business pitch when the pair ended up staying in a hotel with a cockroach infestation
and filmed their horrified reaction.

In their twin room at an Econo Lodge in Rockport, Texas, small cockroaches were
‘just crawling around’ on the dresser and into the mini-refrigerator. In the footage,
Bell opens the refrigerator door to find dead roaches and a horrendous smell. 

They then pan the video across the bed where the bedspread appears to be stained
with dried fluids. To their horror there was also a white splatter across the room’s
carpet.

Their horror gives way to amusement when they see an envelope for gratuity for the
housekeeper and they ask the camera: ‘Michelle, did you even look? There’s a roach,
there’s a roach. And there’s an envelope; she wants a tip?’

Choice Hotels, which owns the Econo Lodge brand, did not respond to a phone and
email request for comment.
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The series was inspired by Bell's and Krupinsky's stay at an Econo Lodge in Rockport, Texas.
There they found a stained bedspread (pictured)

To their horror there was also an unidentified white splatter across the room’s carpet. Bell
captured the entire incident on camera and uploaded it to his YouTube channel 

Small cockroaches were ‘just crawling around’ on the dresser and into the mini-refrigerator
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In the footage, Bell opens the refrigerator door to find dead roaches and a horrendous smell

Their horror gives way to amusement when they see an envelope for gratuity for the
housekeeper Michelle

‘I thought everyone can sort of identify with staying in a bad hotel,’ Bell said,
explaining how his roadtrip from hell became a new YouTube series – Another Dirty
Room – which began last November.

He, 28-year-old Krupinsky and 57-year-old Rick Serra, spend their days documenting
phantom stains, used needles and the things that lurk beneath the sheets in budget
hotel rooms so their viewers don’t have to.

At the beginning of each episode Bell reads some of the hotel’s reviews on
TripAdvisor and at the end the gang rates the room or rooms.

Each episode involves the trio using a number of different products and tools to test
out a room's hygiene. Bell said they usually find the rooms littered with crushed beer
cans, food crumbs and containers filled with various drugs that they also test.
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Although Bell and Krupinsky didn't find any drugs in their Econo Lodge room, the substances
have become so common on Another Dirty Room that they conduct chemical testing on site

They also use black light, which shows up the fluorescent molecules in bodily fluids, as pictured
in this room at The Midtown Inn in Baltimore. Bell was unable to identify these fluids

Bell wears a hidden camera to check into the hotel. All his equipment is packed into
luggage to remain inconspicuous and he has limited interaction with hotel
management and fellow guests, none of whom know the show is being filmed.

And once they’ve investigated the room’s cleanliness, they leave.

‘As tempting as it may be for us to rest our heads on saliva-stained pillows after a day
of work, we leave the hotel room as soon as we wrap shooting,’ he said. 

This is coming from a man who spent his 20s living in some sketchy New York City
apartments on a waiter’s salary in the early 1990s. But even those atrocities couldn’t
compare to the ‘crime scene’ that is The Swan Motel in Halethorpe, Maryland.
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Bell said the worst motel he has been to so far is The Swan in Halethorpe, Maryland 

The Swan Motel was listed as closed online and Bell said he paid $40 in cash on arrival 

Yellowed cotton buds littered the top of the toilet cistern (pictured) and Bell said the sink’s drain
was clogged with vomit

Bell remembered a prostitute peering at him through the doorway as he walked the
few feet to his own hotel room. When they opened the wooden door he said a wave
of heat flowed out and the smell of stale cigarette smoke prickled his nose.
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Dust shimmered in the light as Bell, Krupinsky and Serra set up their equipment and
snapped on rubber gloves. Bell said he had wondered why the motel receptionist
seemed shocked at his request to rent a $40-a-night smoking room there in cash.
That is, until the group inspected the bathroom.

Yellowed cotton buds littered the top of the toilet cistern, the sink’s drain was
clogged with vomit and the thread-bare, white towels had brown stains on them, Bell
said. The Swan Motel was listed as closed online and it seemed for good reason.

‘I have never seen anything so deplorable,’ said Bell. ‘The Swan Motel was the most
shocking place.’

A representative of The Swan Motel could not immediately be reached for comment.
The voice mail for the establishment's phone number listed online is for an
individual. 

Online hotel reviews usually tip him off, but he found only one review for The Swan
Motel, praising the housekeeping there. Chemical testing and UV light proved
otherwise.

‘There was more blood than any other room. It just was completely shocking. There’s
just blood remnants all over the place,’ Bell said. He surmised that the bodily fluid
wasn’t from drug injections but from a fight – or worse, murder. No news reports
could be found of violent fights or murders at The Swan Motel.

To the team's shock, chemical testing and UV light reveal blood stains on almost every surface
at The Swan Motel
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‘This could be the most disgusting room ever,’ said Bell at the end of the six-minute
video. He spoke too soon.

Before there was The Swan Motel there was The Royal Inn in Odenton, Maryland,
which Bell considered to be the ‘filthy motel from hell’. In the two-part episode, Bell
said he and the gang were surprised to find a baggy of crack cocaine stuffed into a
prescription pill bottle. He said the room was just rife with hidden treasures.

Bell remembered trying to suppress laughter as he held the camera in front of a pile
of trash. Krupinsky and Serra were picking through the pile’s contents behind a
wooden television stand. They pulled out surgical scissors, a receipt from Cracker
Barrel, a roach trap, a piece of bacon and a strip of condoms, among other items. As
Krupinsky and Serra stood up to examine their findings, they tried not to knock over
thick, yellowed toenail clippings on top of the TV.

‘This is why you should always do a thorough examination of your room,’ Bell said.

A representative of The Royal Inn, which is listed as closed on Yelp, told
Dailymail.com by phone that the manager was out of the country until Friday. 

Bell and his team claim to have found a baggy of crack cocaine (above) stuffed into a
prescription pill bottle at The Royal Inn in Odenton, Maryland
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Krupinsky and Serra picked through a pile of trash behind a wooden television stand at The
Royal Inn. They claimed to have found a roach trap and a strip of condoms, among other items

Sweat and saliva-soaked pillows like this one at The Royal Inn are the most common items Bell
has claimed to have found so far

It's also common for the team to find blood-stained and urine-soaked mattresses like this one at
The Royal Inn, Bell said 
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This tiny children’s book, crayons and Legos were found underneath the bed at the pay-by-the-
hour motel, Bell said 

Although these scenes have become commonplace for the gang, that doesn’t mean
they’ve become desensitized to drugs or sex, Bell said. Quite the contrary. A greasy
wooden pole found underneath a bed at the Regal Inn and Suites in Rosedale,
Maryland, left them physically uncomfortable.

‘We found a greasy stick under the bed,’ said Bell. ‘Will thought it may have been used
as a weapon, but Dan thought it looked like it was used for other purposes.’

This was the same $65-a-night room where they found a vial of cocaine on the
windowsill, as well as pillows still soaked in sweat and saliva from the room’s past
tenants. Bodily fluids of every variety are now just a given, said Bell, trying to
mentally count the number of times he’s seen, smelled and felt urine on hotel sheets
that have seeped into the mattress. Sometimes consistency is nice, he added. 

A representative of the Regal Inn and Suites who identified himself as the motel's
manager hung up when asked to provide comment.  

Bell claimed to have found  the parts of a used needle under the sink of the Regal Inn and Suites
in Rosedale, Maryland
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A greasy wooden pole found underneath a bed at the Regal Inn and Suites in Rosedale left
Krupinsky (pictured) disturbed. The team debated whether it had been used as a weapon

This shopping bag filled with needles and other drug paraphernalia Bell said he discovered
under a mattress at the Regal Inn and Suites has been the most disturbing items they've found

The bag contained a metal spoon, a small piece of sponge and shoelaces (pictured), Bell said
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Bell said he also found two vials filled with a white, rocky substance that tested positive for
cocaine, according to the team's chemical test

While pillows covered with sweat and saliva are the most common items Bell has
found, he said a bag filled with needles and other drug paraphernalia they discovered
under a mattress at the Regal Inn and Suites in Rosedale has been the most
disturbing. The bag contained a metal spoon, a small piece of sponge and shoelaces,
Bell said. He also found two vials filled with a white, rocky substance that tested
positive for cocaine.

This wasn’t the first time the team’s found used needles. They’ve been in almost
every motel room since episode one at The Midtown Inn in Baltimore. The team was
doing their usual inspection of the room when they found the caps of used needles.

‘The first time we found a needle under the sink I was surprised, now it’s like common
place,’ said Bell. ‘I’m now not shocked by it.’

Dailymail.com contacted The Midtown Inn. A man, who declined to give his name
and title, answered the phone and when told about the motel's appearance on
Another Dirty Room said the establishment was being unfairly targeted.  

Bell said he first found needles (the caps of which are pictured next to a piece of condom
wrapper) in episode one at The Midtown Inn in Baltimore
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This white sheet on a bed at The Midtown Inn was stained, Bell said

Drugs are also a common find for the team, specifically cocaine, which Bell said they
gleefully discovered for the first time hidden in a bed bug-infested mattress at the
The Royal Inn in Odenton, Maryland. It’s become so routine that they now carry out
chemical testing in the room on the substances they find before flushing them down
fecal-rimmed toilets.

A representative of The Royal Inn could not immediately be reached for comment.

Throughout the series, Bell and his team have found themselves, sometimes quite
literally, up against rodent and human excrement. But Bell said he doesn’t blame the
former tenants for the health hazard, instead it’s the hotel managers ‘who run a kind
of shady business’. Chain hotels aren’t immune to this, he said. The show filmed an
episode at the Super 8 in Essex, Maryland – the most expensive room they’ve rented
for $98 – that was pretty ‘un-super’.
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Wyndham Hotels, which owns the Super 8 brand, did not immediately respond to
phone and email requests for comment.  

Bell said he and his team research the motels they feature on the show ahead of time
and have found that whether they’re independently owned or a chain ‘they’re just
magnets for crime’. 

‘They put the dregs of society there and don’t care about bad rooms,’ he said. ‘I don’t
know how people turn a blind eye.’

Chain hotels, like this Super 8 in Essex, Maryland, aren't immune to dirty rooms, Bell said

Bell said he found splatters on one of the bed's white sheets at the Super 8
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There was also a large brown stain at the edge of the white sheet, Bell said 

The sometimes heavy subject matter, like when they found a tiny children’s book,
crayons and Legos underneath the bed at a pay-by-the-hour motel, is balanced with
comedy, Bell said. 

For instance, Serra has a shtick where he bites into the hotel’s wafer-thin soap and
describes how it tastes. In one episode, he squats in a pink, heart-shaped bathtub at
the Towson East Motel in Towson, Maryland, with barely any room to dig out the
wads of dark hair from its drain. 

The manager of the Towson East Motel did not respond to a message seeking
comment. 

Another episode has Krupinsky writing ‘Another Dirty Room’ with a disinfectant
towelette on a cigarette tar-stained ceiling. But there are some memories that Bell,
try as he might, just can’t smudge out.

Serra has a shtick where he bites into the hotel’s soap and describes how it tastes. Here he tries a
chunk from the Best Budget Inn in Havre De Grace, Maryland
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Share or comment on this article: YouTuber Dan Bell finds grossest motel rooms
in America

In another episode, Serra squats in a pink, heart-shaped bathtub at the Towson East Motel in
Towson, Maryland, with barely any room to dig out the wads of dark hair from its drain

‘We could hear people having sex. Oh, it was horrendous,’ he said.

Eleven episodes in and although it may seem like the Another Dirty Room team has
seen their fair share of filth, they have yet to encounter live bed bugs or rodents. Oh,
but there’s still time. Bell next plans to expand his careful eye to the hotels of Florida
and New Jersey this summer where he thinks he will find plenty of material.

‘I’m always afraid of finding live bed bugs. Or what if we find a hand? I would totally
freak out,’ he said. 

Have you seen worse? Email jordan.gass-poore@mailonline.com 
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Revealed: The bestselling foundation this YEAR -
and it boasts over one thousand five-star reviews

Locating the right foundation is a bit like finding the perfect pair of jeans: it takes 
time and patience. And now, beauty giant Mecca have revealed the best-selling 
foundation of 2019.
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Sydney wildlife
sanctuary

Jessie J shares
emotional Instagram
post about 'healing' as
she offers mental
wellness advice to her
followers amid
Channing Tatum split

Kanye West completes
a year of Sunday
Services in LA's Skid
Row neighborhood ...
where he defends T.I.
and says he has 'vision'
for homeless problem 

Kelly Rowland is
casually stylish in white
sweater and knit pants
as she runs errands in
Beverly Hills
The Destiny's Child singer

Jessica Simpson hits
the slopes with
daughter Maxwell and
brother-in-law Evan
Ross during family trip
to Aspen, Colorado
Hitting the slopes

'I nearly burst into
tears': Fatboy Slim
became emotional
listening to his viral
Right Here, Right Now
remix that samples
Greta Thunberg

Kris Jenner is picture
perfect wearing a
vibrant green gown for
dinner with Corey
Gamble in St. Barts
 

Disney star Devan
Leos avoids jail in
attempted murder case
in LA over car incident
with man in 7-Eleven
parking lot

Kylie Minogue enjoys
a break on Rottnest
Island as she glams up
for a photo shoot... after
starring in a $15m
Tourism Australia
campaign

Eyes on the prize:
Rafael Nadal jets into
Perth for the inaugural
ATP Cup... after a brief
honeymoon with wife
Xisca Perelló
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TV&Showbiz

Minnie Driver steps out in stylish cropped jacket
and black knit beanie in West Hollywood after
enjoying family Christmas

The British actress, who's 49, paired the jacket with a black top and loose-fitting 
black and blue patterned trousers. She added a pair of black bovver boots.

News

Olympics? I'd rather watch the
cricket: John Major watched
the Lord's Test rather than
attend the 1996 Atlanta
Games - despite aide warnin…

News

How Heathrow could have
been renamed Winston
Churchill Airport: John Major
considered idea when
businessman wrote to him…

Kim Kardashian's BFF
Larsa Pippen
showcases her
dangerous curves in
yellow skintight pantsuit
Made a bold fashion
statement

Jennifer Lopez
indulges in post-
Christmas furniture
shopping with fiance
Alex Rodriguez in Los
Angeles
 

Topless Chloe Green
displays her yoga skills
with a headstand on a
paddleboard... as she
shares cryptic caption
on getaway without
Jeremy Meeks

Teddi Mellencamp
enlists the help of her
social media followers
to choose a name for
her unborn baby girl
Options included Shay,
Presley and Selena

Tori Spelling looks like
BFFs with her
husband's ex Mary Jo
Eustace in selfie... years
after cheating scandal:
'I never thought this pic
would happen'

Star Wars: The Rise of
Skywalker writers
weren't trying to
'sideline' Rose Tico...
after fans speak out
about Kelly Marie Tran's
beloved character

Sir Tom Jones, 79,
admits he eyes up
women in their thirties
but confesses 'it's
mostly the
grandmothers who
fancy me'

Mariah Carey braves
the snow for a spot of
shopping at Louis
Vuitton in Aspen with
her beau Bryan Tanaka 
 

'Oh God!' You star
Penn Badgley
accidentally lets slip
that psychotic  stalker
Joe Goldberg WILL
return for a third season
of hit Netflix show

Mark Wahlberg's wife
Rhea sizzles in a thong
swimsuit while chiseled
actor displays his
washboard abs on
holiday in Barbados

EXCLUSIVE  Meghan
and Harry's $14m
holiday hideaway
revealed: Royals spent
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Gas & Licht | Zoek Advertenties
Dit zijn de goedkoopste energieleveranciers
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Karl Stefanovic kisses pregnant wife Jasmine
Yarbrough while flaunting his dad bod at the
beach in Noosa... after his cheeky baby
announcement

He finally confirmed his wife, Jasmine Yarbrough, is set to welcome the pair's first 
child in 2020 on Monday.

Snelle Offerte

Zoekt u een scootmobiel? Laat u
Hier voorlichten.

Slotenmaker | Zoek Advertenties

De kosten van een slotenmaker in
Amsterdam kunnen u verbazen

MOST WATCHED NEWS VIDEOS Embed this

Fiona Bruce reveals
antiques expert drank
urine he mistook for

Met Police release
audio clip of time-
wasting 999 calls

Teenage thug takes to
Snapchat to boast
about stabbing stranger

Father of Greta
Thunberg reveals
impact of depression

first Christmas with
baby Archie at
Canadian waterfront
mansion 

Jenna Dewan flaunts
her burgeoning baby
bump and gets flirty in
animal print to promote
her new show
The 39-year-old beauty
rocked the bright outfit

Rooney Mara teases
potential involvement in
film adaptation of The
Silent Patient as she
carries a copy of the
popular book in Los
Angeles

Anthony Joshua
shows off his sporting
prowess as he goes jet
skiing off the shores of
Barbados during festive
break... weeks after
huge boxing victory

Vanessa Hudgens is a
candid cutie as she
enjoys the holidays in
Switzerland... after
announcing 2020
clothing line and album
on Instagram

Tammy Hembrow
showcases her
sensational figure in a
skimpy bikini top and
matching pants as she
enjoys an idyllic Bali
getaway

Victoria Beckham is
praised by close pal Eva
Longoria as they spend
Christmas together...
amid claims her fashion
empire is battling huge
debt

James Packer and
girlfriend Kylie Lim
trudge through the
snow in Aspen as they
enjoy a quiet Christmas
with friends 
Mariah Carey's ex 

Suki Waterhouse is in
high spirits as she
steps out WITHOUT an
engagement ring after
Robert Pattinson
proposal rumors

Disney actor Stoney
Westmoreland, 49, who
is accused of trying to
have sex with a 13-year-
old boy, claims the
judge in his case has a
bias against gay people
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